Psych out

UI professor proposes psychological resolution for highway crosswalk

Lisanne Shepherd
Argonaut

When Benjamin Barton, an associate professor in the psychology department, first heard of a University of Idaho student being hit on the Moscow-Pullman highway, his reaction was to see how he could help.

"I got in contact with the Moscow Police Department and just tried to learn what I could about it," Barton said. "I don't know all the details yet, but I realize it's not if we'll have another incident, it's when."

Barton is one of more than 77 new faculty and staff members hired during the summer. He describes himself as a developmental psychologist who works monthly with children and students safety.

"It's a research as a whole looks at the psychological factors of the individual and the context surrounding them," Barton said.

On Sept. 22, James Hazlett, a UI student was hit by a car while crossing the Moscow-Pullman High-

way. Hazlett was in the crosswalk when John Hunt, 30, of Pullman, struck him head on with his Dodge Intrepid. Hunt didn't see him in the crosswalk, so the collision occurred at full speed.

"I don't use the word accident," Barton said. "I say unintentional injury. An accident implies some sort of recklessness, but research shows that most incidents can be prevented."

According to Barton, having all pedestrian traffic funneled between the highways three crosswalks, contrasted with the flashing lights and flags, create a false sense of security matching in probabilities. "When people feel like they're protected, it lowers their sense of awareness," he said. "A lot of factors go to making the decision whether to look or not to look."

UI determines academic program cuts
Alexis Turner
Argonaut

With the recent announcement of a 1 percent cut in state funds, the University of Idaho is working to determine how and where to make changes. University Provost Ben LaRocco said in a UI Faculty Council meeting Tuesday that more answers will come as the discussion on the topic of "Program Prioritization," the process used to decide which academic programs have reached the end of the line.

With annual budget cuts undecided, Daley-Laursen said the total number of funds being reallocated is unknown. The holdback issued by C.L. "Bud" Otter last Friday alone will force the university to strike a budget of $1 million from its 2007-08 budget.

"That funding has been a steady downward trend as the total percentage of the university's funding," Daley-Laursen said. "We need to be very careful and manage our resources."

Daley-Laursen encouraged faculty to make investments in necessary areas and disinvestments in others. He said no aspect of the university will be immune to cuts.

The 77 faculty positions included this year also include possible cuts, Daley-Laursen said, but they did not yet know.

"We would not take anything off the table," he said.

The Program Prioritization model, created by the President's Cabinet, consists of a series of decision-making processes. The president and provost will choose initial programs to review before their decisions are given to the Provost's Council for development.

The UI Faculty Council and President's Cabinet will have a chance to advise the president and give his or her decision to the Board of Regents. Chairs, faculty, staff and student organization may give input to the faculty council or the president's cabinet. Academic Affairs Vice Provost Doug Wright said the decision making is expected by January.

Faculty and second consecutive meeting to discuss the prioritization process. Faculty and second consecutive meeting to discuss the prioritization process.

"I'm not sure if any measure will be taken with faculty within their department and across our institutions," Faculty council member Jamie Murphy.

U.S. Senate candidates debate at UI

Bald Wright
Argonaut

Two very different candidates for the U.S. Senate debated Wednesday for more than an hour without personally attacking each other.

"We can be respectful of each other. This is how U.S. senators should be," said Independent candidate Rex Rammell. "We can debate vigorously and still be Americans." Rammell and Democratic nominee Larry LaFaro are running for a six-year seat representing the state of Idaho in the U.S. Senate. They participated in the debate Wednesday night at the University of Idaho Administra-

tion Building with the Idaho Commission on Communications.

U.S. Senate candidates Larry LaFaro and Rex Rammell visited the University of Idaho Wednesday for a debate held in the Administration Building. Republican candidate Jim Risch declined to attend. The candidates went quick to take stances on the current Wall Street bailout plan passed by the Senate Wednesday.

"I predict that the House of Representatives will now pass this same plan, which needs to be reviewed by the Senate," said Rammell. "We need someone in the U.S. Senate who understands the regulatory regime that needs to be restructured to move for- ward," Laffaro said.

He said he had served four years in the House Banking Commit-

tee. This was part of two terms he had previously served in the U.S. House of Representatives in the early 90's. Laffaro said he believed it was a "too big to fail" economic philosophy that led to the current economic mess and tax payers should have never had to bail out the failing banks and institutions. He said taxpayers should be repaid if the purchased loans turn a profit.

"You can't blame a free market system," Rammell said. "Because we don't have one ....Congress has voted for more government, and I disagree on that.

Rammell said he believed govern- ment regulation was to blame for the crisis because it is regulations that forced banks to lend money even if the market was not.

"This would not have hap- pened if this free market was in charge," he said.

The solution, Rammell said, was to offer tax cuts to compa-

nies willing to purchase the high-

risk loans.

"We would like to make sure that those who were responsible for this mess get punished," he said. "But there is some corruption in the network of the access here.

Rammell said after the crisis was resolved the economy from the economy to free-market control, which he believed would prevent another crisis in the future.

"Our markets have been the See DEBATE, page A6
Will McClellan
Agan

Adam Assenberg, a 48-
year-old professor of medi-
cation at the University of
Idaho, a Medical College in
company to Corona, Calif.
while he was living in Iraq.
tried to keep his voice down.
He said he could not speak about his experi-
ence but he was happy that
Iraqi women had been allowed
to attend the event.

"I had 48 hours to get out of
Iraq, it was very difficult," he said.

Assenberg left Iraq on a
private jet to avoid being
arrested by the Iraqi govern-
ment and then flew to Indonesia.

The only medical supplies he
brought with him were some
prescriptions for the pills he
was taking for his conditions.

Assenberg arrived in the
United States on September 18
and has been working with the
IDC as a consultant on issues
related to the war in Iraq.

He has spoken about the
importance of providing me-
cation to the Iraqi people, but
has declined to comment on the
war itself.

"I believe that education is
the key to peace in Iraq," he said.

Assenberg has also written
several articles about the war
in Iraq and has been a
contributor to several media
outlets.
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Hispanic culture: learning origins

Data Barney

Hispanic Heritage Month is observed in the U.S. according to Victor Mazo, a University of Idaho junior and a Mexican-American artist, by engaging in a week-long celebration of the contributions of Hispanic Americans to the nation.

"We all gathered together in one in the same way we deal with labels," Mazo said.

Mazo is the Vice president and founder of Idaho's Latin American Studies Program. Mazo said it is important to recognize the Hispanic contributions to the United States' social, political, and economic development.

Although some people may not be aware of the contributions, Mazo said it is important to educate people about the Hispanic culture and history.

In addition, Mazo said it is important to promote and support Hispanic businesses and organizations.

Mazo said the goal of the Hispanic Heritage Month is to promote awareness and understanding of the Hispanic culture and to encourage people to learn more about it.

He added that he hopes to see more attention given to the Hispanic culture in the future.

LocalBRIEFS

Paisano diplomat speaks at Moscow Forum

The U.S. Embassy's third Madrid Forum will include Paisano diplomat Luis Velazquez, who is traveling to the U.S. to participate in "Peace, Democracy and Human Rights in the Americas: The Forum," which will be held Oct. 13 through 15.

The forum will be held at the forum will be held at the Moscow State University campus, where the Paisano program will be held.

For more information visit www.martins.

Graduate students visit career fair

Mazo said the goal of the Hispanic Heritage Month is to promote awareness and understanding of the Hispanic culture and to encourage people to learn more about it.

He added that he hopes to see more attention given to the Hispanic culture in the future.

Exploring faith in a safe haven

Callie Dohner

Some deliberately avoid ever thinking about the possibility of a world without the world's religions. But for some, this can lead to feelings of isolation and fear.

For others, the cure is to turn to the world's religions for comfort, guidance and strength.

In the case of the United States, which has a diverse population of people of different faiths, there are many options to explore.

For those who are interested in exploring faith in a safe haven, there are various options available.

One option is to attend a faith-based community center or church.

Another option is to join a faith-based group or organization.

There are also many faith-based websites and resources available online.

Ultimately, the key is to find a faith that resonates with you and helps you feel comfortable and supported.

And whatever your faith may be, remember that there is always strength in numbers.

The Campus Career Center welcomes a sign outside, "The world has changed, but communication remains the same.

Visit www.campuscareer.org to explore opportunities.
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Local radio station to celebrate birthday

GREG CONNELLY
Regent

It's been almost four years since Radio Free Moscow first began broadcasting, and it plans on celebrating with a party.

Beginning at 7 p.m. on Fri-

day, Radio Free Moscow will celebrate its birthday to the sound of live music.

The station first hit the air-

erways on Oct.

12, 2004. It's become a fixture on the station, but it's going to host a milestone event.

Some of the live music will be aimed at rais-

ing money and having a good time, said Leigh Rober-

tes, the manager of the station.

While the exact dates of the party and coming onto the air, don't match up, Robertes said the plan is to have the celebration along the cloud washes and in the way they plan on hosting the event, the covers the cost of snacks and live music.

Bob Hoffman, a volun-

teer and member of the board of di-

tors at Radio Free Mos-

cow, said they hope to raise between $500 and $1,000, and he would be happy if they were to hit the mark. The money is strictly used to fi-

nance the operations of the

radio station.

After applying for a low-

power station permit in

2001 from the FCC, Radio Free Moscow has been in a waiting period to start broadcasting in 2004. The station currently uses a radio-

car to broadcast its signal. It has enough power to broadcast to the city of Moscow and a couple of outlying areas.

It's only possible to pick up the signal if the radio is at a really good quality, Robertes said.

Radio Free Moscow has

applied to become a full-

power station. Robertes said they're planning on plan-

ning a full power FM system that will transmit to the in-

hilling full power FM to Filbert Ridge.

With the new full-power output, Ra-

dio Free Moscow would meet the city of Pullman as well as many outlying areas. It's a time-consuming pro-

cess to get a permit from the FCC, so the station won't be making the move into the full power for a little while.

Radio Free Moscow is void of advertisements and is the low-budget version of volunteer DJs. Robertes is the only paid employee.

"It's a lot like college radio," except with more listeners, members instead of college students, Robertes said.

The station supplements the local broadcast with broadcast-

ed news from around the country.

The event will include a silent auction, featuring do-

nations from local businesses. A partial list of items in the auction can be found on Radio Free Moscow's Web site — www.radiofreemo-

cow.com.

There will be a raffle to raise money for the station, also featuring items donated from local businesses, Ro-

bertes said.affle tickets can be purchased in advance at Paradise Creek Bicycles.

Anyone who attends the party is encouraged to wear a costume, and prizes will be awarded. The categories for the prizes won't be an-

ounced in order to encour-

age creativity.

"We'll have beer and wine," Hoffman said. "This isn't a sit-down dinner. There will be music, danc-

ing, mingling and very few speeches."

Live music this year in-

cudes Finn Riggins, a band that has roots in Moscow. Finn Riggins is currently touring the country and is based out of Pullman, Wash. Also included are James Mann & the Grown Children from Portland, and local duo Brian and Katrina.

Aside from the annual birthday party, the station raises money by sending let-

ters to people on a mailing list who have donated in the past and accept donations on its Web site. The Web site also offers a streaming broadcast at no cost for any-

one interested in learning.

Anyone can DJ on Radio Free Moscow. After turning in an application, the appli-

cants take a class about radio operation since many of the prospective DJs have no ex-

perience in broadcast radio, Robertes said.

There are three schedule changes for a year, each one al-

lowing for new voices to find a place on the station.

WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY's College of Engineering and Architecture

Technical Career Fair

Tuesday, October 7, 2008

9 am – 3 pm

Beasley Performing

Arts Coliseum

We have more than 140 Technical Companies coming to recruit

ALL MAJORS

Richard Hill discusses the latest trends in science and technology and how it affects modern society during his show Neurohack in the Radio Free Moscow studio. Hill's show airs Thursdays at 7:30 p.m.
DEBATE from page A1

any of the world," he said. "Up until now, they have been the envy of the world because of our pre- sent regulation ... we're going to have to start putting together a program to regulate these baskets. I'll tell you the timeline to do that." The candidates also outlined their positions on the war in Iraq. "Our policy should be simple," Rammell said. "Get out of there as soon as possible." He said he supported the overthrow of Saddam Hussein and the liberation of the Iraqi people, but he thought the U.S. should withdraw from Iraq now because it was draining the economy. "Now it's a problem in trouble, and we continue to pay mon- ey to prolong the stay of these guys," said Rammell. "The 'right' strategy worked in Iraq and we should support a similar strategy in Afghanistan if the U.S. president asked for it." "I like President Reagan's philosophy — once you win the war, you stay the hell out of there until you're done with it," he said.

LeRocco said he was skeptical of the Bush administration's reasons for going to war in Iraq. "There is no connection be- tween the Sept. 11 attacks and Iraq," he said. Rammell disagreed. "The terrorists that were in- volved (in the Sept. 11 attacks) were in Afghanistan and moved to Iraq. I'm not sure that's was a totally unjustified war," he said. LeRocco said he was the only veteran of the five candidates running. He was in the Army from 1964-72 as a captain in military intelligence. He said he believed that U.S. troops were in Iraq to keep the government from falling apart and from civil war. "We're going to need a 'soup' of diplomacy," he said. "As a member of the Board of America we have to get strong," Rammell said. "And say that anybody that attacks us or threatens our freedom will pay the price. "I support what we accomplished in Iraq.

The candidates debated the increasing education costs and debt from student loans. LeRocco said the cost of higher education was "out of control" and wanted to lower interest rates on student loans. He also called for a national service as a way to pay back student loans. "This is a very important us for us to be competitive in the future," he said. LeRocco said that he was still paying off his student loans. "I reflect back on my two years of higher education and all that debt, and I wonder if those student loan programs really was that much," he said. LeRocco said that he believed that the U.S. never funded a federal student loan program and that student loans should be funded by private firms. Both candidates agreed that the U.S. was crucial, and that they were interested in exploring alternative en- ergy sources. LeRocco said traditional energy sources — such as nuclear, outer- continental oil drilling and coal — should not be overlooked for ex- pansion nor should they be re- gulated by government. "Someday we will try to build a coal plant, somewhere we are going to have to destroy the environment," he said. LeRocco said he would support tax credits for the research and development of alternative energies, which he believed would also have created jobs in the economy.

"Alternative sources of en- ergy could create 14,000 new jobs," Rammell said. Rammell said he was unsure if coal can or currently restricted continental shelf would be up for sale to countries. As student loans, Rammell said social security and Medicare should be privatized. LeRocco said that privatization was a mistake and that he sup- ported Barack Obama's universal health plan. LeRocco also said he supported the Troop-stay program that was being put into place in Iraq. "It is true that we need to enrich- ament and Rammell said. Both candidates agreed that there was incredible poverty in the Dar- fur region of Sudan, and that some- thing should be done about it. "I wish the U.S. was in a better state to help," Rammell said. "To help everyone in the world." LeRocco said he believed diplomatic pressure should be put on Sudan. "It's disgraceful, and we should all use all of our clout," LeRocco said. While Rammell said he had re- duced public coffers, he believed that his experience of being involved in seven legal cases with the state of Idaho over his military service had qualified him for the position.

"I've been ground-up by traveling around the world and working with aver- age Idaho workers in their jobs and that he would continue to do so after the election. He also said he had worked for a day in the work- house of North Willamette River Supply Company.

Rammell said as a member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, he believed he would graze By, and that he was a "strict" claquesman" when it came to implimenting the religious freedom constitutional amendments that the Constitution allows. "The proper role of government is to protect liberty and property," Rammell said.

LeRocco said he was a practic- ing Catholic, and his faith helped him deal with the pressures of public life. "I have to deal with a moral complex," he said.

Rammell said the future rested on young people and U.S. students. "The younger the better we have in America," LeRocco agreed. "We can do this together. — This is the most important election of your lifetime. We've got to get it right.

What would you rather do this summer?

It's never too early to begin thinking about internship and job opportunities!

Engineering Career Fair

Monday October 6, 2008 9am to 2pm*
SUB Ballroom

What can you gain from an engineering internship?

"I learned leadership skills, how to work as a team in a high pressure environment, the value of taking initiative and keeping in touch with people you meet and we worked with throughout your career."

Andrew Sorenson, Pursuing an NCAA Championship... and an MBA with a Concentration in Finance

MBA-MYP

GONZAGA UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
JOIN THE TEAM

1 Year Fast-Track Program Full & Part Time Options AACSQ Accredited 8 MBA Concentrations

www.uiargonaut.com

*Participating employers will be conducting interviews from 3pm until 7pm

Don't miss out on this great opportunity!
University of Idaho students will have the chance to develop leadership skills and promote interest among Latino students at the first annual University Latino Student Leadership Conference in Sept. Students learn about the ability to be leaders and outside of the community, and this meeting will be held at the Doubletree Hotel in Boise on Sunday.

The conference will be held at the Doubletree Hotel in Boise on Sunday. The United States Latino Student Leadership Institute holds several conferences across the United States in addition to the national conference and has chosen to host the first National Latino Student Leadership Conference.

"It's important for the students to be able to hook-up nationally and with local communities," said President Brian Bilello, Multicultural Program Coordinator.

The focus of the North-Western University Latino Student Leadership Conference is on Latino issues, but non-Latino students are also involved.

"It's a great opportunity for students to network," Veliz said.

Registration and van travel arrangements must be confirmed by Monday. To register and sign up for registration fees and van travel, contact Christian M. Labit at 692-5560.

Cascia Helms, the cheerleader coach who was responsible for the uniforms, said they were intended to promote physical fitness, but she resigned after the clothing was controversial.

The cheerleaders unveiled uniforms Saturday, an event that prompted mixed reactions among students.

"The old uniforms simply didn't work out. It's time now for everyone to let us get back to what we do," said Gudgel. Spot squad members were consulted about the new uniforms and approved of them.

The squad is funded by the Argonaut. This will be the rec
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FDA: No decision on kid's cold medicines

Richard Almaso-Zaldivar

WASHINGTON — A top government health official Thursday said a decision on whether to recall some cold medicines for children, saying it would take "at least two or three more weeks" before it put out on the flour." Harry said.

The top Republican vote-
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The American Academy of Pediatrics says OTC products are ineffective for treating coughs and colds in children under 6, and should not be used because of the risk of seri-

FDA: No decision on kid's cold medicines

Closing arguments begin in Simpson robbery trial

Linda DeMuth

Associated Press

LAS VEGAS — O.J. Simpson's trial began Thursday with the for-
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Feminism: the scary 'F'-word

To be associated or identify with it. "They've always been difficult. I know that's why that's such a feminist, but they won't identify with it because they're not strong women". "Most feminists are ugly," said Jessica Valenti, author of Sex, Gender and Politics.

Every day I come across bright and beautiful young women who have been taught about feminism and freedoms that would have been unattainable, unaffordable, or nonexistent in the past. These new feminists are bright, beautiful, and ready to take their place in the public eye.

MailBOX

Democrats visit campus

Finally, there are two candidates in the campaign for the UConn Co-op, who are actively paying attention to who their constituents are and listening to what they have to say. Both Wilt Missick and Larry Laffoon have visited the University of Connecticut campus, some thing neither of their opponents has done. Who would you rather have representing you? Bill Fall, who's voted against numerous bills of legislation affecting such as you can go to school, or Missick, the candidate who supports Campus Funding? The candidates who have come to our campus and are interested in meeting us, or the ones who couldn't care less if they have our votes or not? You decide.

Kellee Mosley

Editorial staff

The Argonaut

Telephone Directory

(208) 865-7794
(208) 865-8215
(208) 865-7715
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So we march out at half time, dance a big show with recycling bins for the sake of sustainability, and...

Off theCUFF

Quick sites on life from our editors

Make me laugh

The amount of attention the vice presidential debate is getting is surprisingly more than what was garnered by Obama and McCain's debate. Are people paying more attention now? Because they're actually considering each candidate intellectually, or are they waiting for Palin to say something ridiculous that Palin has that will be used for Foe's next SNL skit? I'm for it with Palin, there is no intellectual side.

Old news

In preparation for The Argonaut's 130th anniversary, I stumbled upon a box of newspapers from the 1970s and '80s that has been the editor in chief's office for God only knows how long. These things are dying a slow and pain ful death. Can anyone do anything to preserve them—someone from the library or alumni office perhaps? Help!```
Did Enlightenment make us stupider?

I'm sure Pierre Brossan is an intelligent man, and it is not my intention to offend any of the readers of the Argonaut, but I have a problem with one film as a negative example.

The film "Argonaut" is a documentary directed by Daniel Bäder's "What If...?". When the interviewers ask "Why should the children have this?" it shows that there is no one here. He asks the interviewee saying "Is there no one here?" and he says "There is no one here." This is the problem. But he must also be the manager of his own life or religion, which the reader' attention is not to think too much about our interest. We may be living in a world where people are not aware of our religion beliefs themselves have not stayed there. The result is today most people hold religious beliefs but do not connect them to reason. In fact, we seem to have a new generation thinking we use in other areas to religious relativism.

When talking to many people, it seems they do not even think it is possible to apply logic and reason to religious ideas, or some are even offended when you try to do so. At first glance it may seem we are being highly reasonable and skeptical, not allowing religion to claim it has anything to do with us. However, since we still hold religious "or spiritual" beliefs, this is what we believe, in fact, stupid.

Many women who enjoy all those freedoms feminists fought for and say, "I'm not a feminist, but..." and then express feminist values and demands such as equal pay, equal work for equal pay, without being dismissed as not really being a feminist and the need to end violence against women. The concept of feminism is a step in the direction towards a better future. We are ready for a big change in this way and the way we approach it. What better way to do it than to live with fresh, bright minds who are uncontrollable, independent women that don't want to be so-called "well "women". Employers go on strike and have a better chance. You'll find women that are not "pretty-donna" than our big dreams might have. We know it's a long road to get to the office, managing the clients and people and having early retirement. Our American dreams are traditional, but we are not the generation of any generation before us. In the 21st century, opportunity, the guidance and the fast lifestyle are not as much as we think, because there is a new and innovativeворство with victory.

**Feminism**

Down until they fit the assigned gender role.

Valentis calls this fear of identifying as a feminist as "the Not-A-Feminist-Best Stereotype." These are women who do not express feminism for fear they will be seen as "feminist." And then express feminist values and demands such as equal pay, equal work for equal pay, without being dismissed as not really being a feminist and the need to end violence against women. The concept of feminism is a step in the direction towards a better future. We are ready for a big change in this way and the way we approach it. What better way to do it than to live with fresh, bright minds who are uncontrollable, independent women that don't want to be so-called "well "women". Employers go on strike and have a better chance. You'll find women that are not "pretty-donna" than our big dreams might have. We know it's a long road to get to the office, managing the clients and people and having early retirement. Our American dreams are traditional, but we are not the generation of any generation before us. In the 21st century, opportunity, the guidance and the fast lifestyle are not as much as we think, because there is a new and innovativeворство with victory.

**A millennial 'American Dream'**

Eddie Smith Daily Missippian, Jackson, Miss.

With all the talk of financial disaster and economic boom, it is easy to lose sight of the perilous time we are living in. Presidents conditionally have been successful with their plans, but it appears retirement and Congress have not yet combined to benefit the millennials, members of our generation entering a volatile job market.

Still blinded with idealism, however, we want more than higher wages and lower taxes; we areaching social and environmental issues in search of a generation who can promote the good work being done and encourage new generations to do the same.

We have a millennial philosophy, which states we will eat our own and yet, these are our parents' generation. But today's generation has more than a single pension, a dog, and a kid or two. Although the most affluent generation has seen a rise in the numbers of low wage calls and a complete collapse of the middle class, we are future-thinking in some generation.

We don't have a history, we have a philosophy.

We are a nation of saddle ghosts, students, artists and hipsters. We believe we are on the front lines of the future. We are the new generation, the most innovative, the most creative, the most diverse.

We are a generation of ideas and action.

We want to see a world where all women have equal access to college, where people are not discriminated against for their gender.

We want to see a world where all people have equal access to health care, where people are not discriminated against for their race or sexual orientation.

We want to see a world where all people have equal access to clean air and water, where people are not discriminated against for their socioeconomic status.

We want to see a world where all people have equal access to education, where people are not discriminated against for their religion or sexual orientation.

We want to see a world where all people have equal access to justice, where people are not discriminated against for their ethnicity or sexual orientation.

We want to see a world where all people have equal access to opportunity, where people are not discriminated against for their socioeconomic status.

We want to see a world where all people have equal access to freedom, where people are not discriminated against for their gender or sexual orientation.

We want to see a world where all people have equal access to safety, where people are not discriminated against for their race or sexual orientation.

We want to see a world where all people have equal access to love, where people are not discriminated against for their gender or sexual orientation.

We want to see a world where all people have equal access to respect, where people are not discriminated against for their race or sexual orientation.

We want to see a world where all people have equal access to dignity, where people are not discriminated against for their race or sexual orientation.

We want to see a world where all people have equal access to justice, where people are not discriminated against for their gender or sexual orientation.

We want to see a world where all people have equal access to safety, where people are not discriminated against for their race or sexual orientation.

We want to see a world where all people have equal access to freedom, where people are not discriminated against for their gender or sexual orientation.

We want to see a world where all people have equal access to love, where people are not discriminated against for their gender or sexual orientation.

We want to see a world where all people have equal access to respect, where people are not discriminated against for their gender or sexual orientation.

We want to see a world where all people have equal access to dignity, where people are not discriminated against for their gender or sexual orientation.
Death Cab’s Chris Walla talks politics

Kevin Ottenberger

Some musicians have a lot to say about politics. Some want to know what their listeners have to say.

Seattle-based indie rock band Death Cab for Cutie has teamed up with an organization called Why Tuesday? to orchestrate a large-scale college voter registration drive called The Ultimate College Bowl.

The goal is to promote grass-roots organizing by giving free concerts to competitive colleges. Among a few smaller prizes, Death Cab for Cutie will perform at the school that registers the largest number of voters. More than 400 schools are currently involved.

“We wondered how we could insert ourselves into this election cycle without being a pain in somebody’s ass, and this seemed perfect,” said guitarist/multi-instrumentalist Chris Walla.

On Sept. 24, Walla spoke to nationwide college crowds through a phone conference — The Argonaut was on the line.

While members of the band have been vocally supportive of Barack Obama’s campaign, Walla said the band’s personal preferences are not a factor in its political activity.

“Death Cab’s never been a political band with a capital ‘P.’ I think Ben’s stuck to the time-honored mantra of ‘write what you know.’” Walla said. “I can talk politics and even comes from a military family, but it doesn’t drive him day to day, so logically he tends to stay away from it.”

The Columbus Chronicle

Q: The Columbus Chronicle: Do you think you have a responsibility to pass along some sense of political power to young people?

A: We’re doing it just as concerned citizens. It’s nice to feel like you can do something, and this sounds like a perfect fit for us. It’s large in scale and feels like it is going to work. It seems to be seen how and if it goes, but I feel positive.

The Heights (Columbus) City Life: Why do you think it’s important for college students to vote?

A: We’re not even sure where to start. In the 2006 election, it was disheartening to see how many young people ended up at the polls. Sometimes it’s difficult to remember everything that happens around us as we have some kind of control over.

The Badger Herald (University of Wisconsin-Madison): As a voter, what is your biggest political issue with this election?

A: I think it’s the war for me. In terms of big media coverage, it’s the forgotten issue, and that is really troubling to me because this one involves 150,000 people in another country that are in harm’s way. It’s not reporting on that with the same fervor that we’re devoted to portions or trivial crap like really frustrating, and I think it should have more coverage and we ought to care as a nation. It should be headline news every day until they are home.

The Argonaut (University of Idaho): I understand that as a band, you’re pretty involved with PETA, vegetarianism and the overall theme of animal rights. Do you guys spend more time dealing with social movements like that or with political elections?

A: We’d love to see. It’s kind of a thing we do in our spare time. We can cross over onto the band news and then... The thing we can all agree on is that our point of political activity, like this, is about who... It’s about getting people involved. That, to me, is just critical, and we’re passionate about it.

This is a small portion of the interview transcript and is not necessarily in order.
Celebrating a legacy

Megan Boyles

In 2003, Dave Chappelle satirized “Making the Band 2,” an eventful rap show on a comedy sketch. In a thick Jamaican accent, Chappelle’s “Black Jesus” embarrassed the top five rappers, who were quickly dismissed into the audience by “Dywayne,” “Dywayne,” and “Dywayne.”

The hip-hop icon’s proclamation reggaeton lyricist who owned the perpetually failed television Talent Show. Although Mr. John didn’t make it past the show’s first round, his music and the Band 2. Kermit Offishall seems to have taken his lead and run with it. “Not 4 Sale” from the album John White has made.

“Not 4 Sale” was accompanied by live performances with Miller Hicks, Jazmine Sullivan, and the top five rappers, who chose to forsake a feature of the show and essentially disappear. “Digital Motown” features producers Carl Field and a dancefloor-friendly, hip-hop-friendly, ghost-like, Star Jones as a special guest, with the Las Vegas resident who announced the album, “This is a mixtape of the sounds that were made in Las Vegas and the sounds that are made in places like Las Vegas. It’s called the ‘Las Vegas’ mixtape.”

It’s only been 6 years since the pop-punk, hip-hop band Sun, 2002. Their formula is essentially unippable, the sound of the group’s debut album, “Not 4 Sale” is as ghost-like, as though he’s being spoken to through a dashboard voice mail that hasn’t been played in years.

Noah and the Whale sets sail

Jordan Grey

Folk music comes in a lot of forms, but unique is usually the best way to describe it. One of the bands who can surely be placed into that particular category is Noah and the Whale. The London-based band released their debut album, “The First Time I Met Myself,” this year on Interscope Records. The album is currently available in stores and on iTunes.

The songs range from slow, melancholic tracks that are sure to get to a little too much, to faster, more upbeat tracks, some of which, like “Is What You Do,” sound a bit like an old folk song.

Noah and the Whale, the band, is made up of four members: Peter Cragg, Scorpio on bass, Graham Coogan, lead vocals and guitar, and Nathan Gaskin, the band’s drummer. The band’s music is unique, as is their way of playing it live.

One way the band does this is through a screen on stage, which is projected to the audience. The band also uses a variety of instruments, which are visible on stage.

The group’s music has been well received, and they have been featured on a variety of television shows and in a number of movies.

“Almost always the first reaction we get when people hear our music is that it’s unique,” said Gaskin. “And we’re definitely going to try to keep it that way.”

The band’s debut album, “The First Time I Met Myself,” is currently available for purchase on iTunes, Amazon, and other online music retailers.

Kardinal Offishall attempts to spit hot fire

Wednesday, November 2, 2008

Kardinal Offishall, a Canadian hip-hop artist, has announced that he will be releasing a new album in 2009. The album, titled “The First Time I Met Myself,” is expected to feature a mix of hip-hop and R&B music.

In an interview with the Toronto Star, Offishall said that the album will be a departure from his previous work, which has been characterized by his aggressive style and his use of gangster rap.

“The First Time I Met Myself” is set to feature a more mature and sophisticated sound, with Offishall exploring new themes and ideas in his music.

Offishall has also announced that he will be embarking on a tour in support of the album, with stops in both Canada and the United States. The tour will feature a number of high-profile guests, including Damian Marley and Nas.

Offishall’s previous album, “The First Time I Met Myself,” was released in 2007 and was a commercial success, reaching #1 on the Canadian Itunes Chart and selling over 200,000 copies. The album included the hit single “Not 4 Sale,” which was a top 5 hit in Canada and the United States.

Offishall has also been active in charitable work, having founded the Kardinal Offishall Foundation in 2006 to support education and music programs for children in Canada.

The new album, “The First Time I Met Myself,” is expected to be released in early 2009 and will be available for purchase on all major music retailers.
Comedian cut for Palin comment

Associated Press

BOSTON — Sandra Bernhard, a comedian known for her raunchy sen-
dictions by a women's shelt-
ry, says she got into an actual altercation while talking about her visit with sen-
datorial candidate Sarah Palin.

The 53-year-old co-
uffering, Mr. Bush would not take part in the challenge to keep the shelter open, and she became known for being a victim of violence in New Mexico. Before women's movement hard made the remark last month by Washington, before Palin
duced her from the state of Wyoming, to the Daily Mirror in London.

In light of our mission, we don't think violence against women is a "laughing matter.

Leomela

MOSSA

Public relations

 tuần she was known for her term

Bernhard was at the National Museum of American Jewish History as part of a larger, multi-
venue event, according to her agent, who said, "As far as I know, this is the most significant single event of its kind in the United States."

The shelter's chief

The Crawford Hotel would host a state party for about 600 people.

We're trying to get away from that tokenism of being an environmental conference," Walter said.

Progress in the three-

"As far as I know, this is the first major single event of its kind on the national level," the Shelter's chief executive officer, said.

She was invited to go to that art and environment conference in Reno in 2008.

Another session will bring together artists, de-

The shelter's chief executive officer, said.

So how does someone from the United States and France get involved with a French artist in Seattle?" she asked. She said her name at the University of San Francisco.

pictures of women," she said.

Bucer's hosts free live music

Classically-trained string instrumentalist and singer- songwriter Beth Bye will perform on Sunday at 8 p.m. for free at the Nevada Union High School in Nevada Union.

"With its music, it's a way to bring the arts to a new audience," said Beth Bye, whose band, the Nevada Union High School in Nevada Union.

I'm saying not only about women, but about anyone who's been bullied," Bernhard said. "I think if you look at the comments about Sarah Palin, I'm saying I'm not just talking to women."

The comedian, who's known for her probing and outrageous material, said she was theoretically decided to see the second straight at-

"We're going to talk about the idea of landscape and how that affects every-
thing from the artistic point of view," she said. "How can it be a totally dif-
ferent experience."

Many women at the shelter, she said, "think that women is a "laughing matter," too.

The shelter's chief executive officer, said.

"In light of our mission, we don't think violence against women is a "laughing matter."

Leomela

MOSSA

Public relations

ing an audience.
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NYU student rocks out with Weezer

Baby Balcher
Washington Square News, NYU

New York University senior Alex Yacovelli is an alumnus-supporter rock fan with a tragic story. In 2005, Spin Magazine reported that at a New York City Weezer concert, one fan lost his life due to a sign asking for the band’s classic “Buddy Holly” was torn down by Weezer lead singer and guitarist Rivers Cuomo over the moshpit in front of the whole crowd.

Yacovelli, an NYU biology major, signed the banner. Weezer didn’t play his re

But last night, he got a little redemption. He met Baitcher, who was Americana

“I choked over little minds,” Room Pslousa, the aspiring NYC York time back or to install

“Christo,” a character-driven drama that explores the phony world of Weezer fans. The plot line follows a band that is struggling to make a living. While the band is on tour, they receive a piece of information that could make all the difference in the world.

“The movie is about the power of the music industry and the way it can manipulate people,” Yacovelli said. “It’s not just about making money, but also about controlling people’s minds.”

Although the movie is set in the world of rock and roll, it also explores deeper themes of identity and the quest for fame.

“I think the movie is really about finding your place in the world and the challenges that come with it,” Yacovelli said. “It’s about being true to yourself and staying true to your beliefs.”

Yacovelli said that he was really excited to see the movie because he is a huge fan of Weezer and the music industry in general.

“I’m really looking forward to it,” he said. “I think it’s going to be a really cool experience.”

Yacovelli, who is also a music enthusiast, said that he is excited to see how the band’s music will be incorporated into the film.

“I’m really hoping that we get to see some of their songs in the movie,” he said. “That would be really cool.”

Yacovelli said that he is excited to see how the movie will be received by the audience and how it will be received by the music industry.

“I really hope that the movie is successful and that it makes an impact,” he said. “It’s going to be really exciting to see how it all plays out.”

Yacovelli said that he is excited to see the movie and that he is looking forward to seeing the end result.

“Really looking forward to it,” he said. “I can’t wait to see it.”
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QuickHITS

Vandals in action

The University of Idaho soccer team will play Utah Valley University at 7:30 p.m. Friday, at Don and Norma Olmstead Stadium.

Men’s tennis plays at Bradley University in Chicago, Eastern Washington University in Pullman, and University of Idaho Tuesday through Saturday.

Montana hosts the 2008 Desert Invitational tournament in Palm Desert, Calif.

Volleyball heads to Fresno State for a match at 1 p.m. Saturday.

Football is home for Idaho’s first game against Nevada. The game starts at 2:25 p.m. and is televised on Cox Sports Network.

Vandals to watch

Jarred Bossio

Bossio had the Idaho low-tournament in the Husky Invitational. Bossio, a freshman, went 226 for 32nd.

Kayla Mortellaro

Mortellaro led the Vandals with a Schol in total of one-over 217 and tie for third place in the Boise State Invitational.

Kelsey James

James is ranked 40th in the nation. James set. Look for her to up her game this season.

Vandals by the numbers

55 Number of touchdown passes Idaho quarterback coach Jonathan Smith had during his collegiate career at Oregon State University.

40.5 Number of yards receiver Max Kasmer averaged per game last season.

2,875 Career rushing yards gained by UI running back Conny Wheat in his seven seasons.

Did you know?

• Former Vandals football coach Jim Calhoun is now on the coaching staff of the Oakland Raiders. Coach Calhoun coached the Vandals at Idaho from 1982 to 1984.

• This past season, Idaho’s total offense is 65.4.

• Vandals place kicker Tim Ammon is converting 8-for-8 for 65 during his career. In 65 career attempts extra points. He has successfully converted all 65 of his attempts this season.

Wolf pack attacks

Scott Stone

Against

It’s the weekend for Vandals in Idaho. The Vandals (1-0) will play host to the Nevada Wolf Pack (2-2), a team that has a coming of 49-27 victory over the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. The Wolf Pack will bring with them last week’s Western Athletic Conference Offensive Player of the Week, Colin Kaepernick, the sophomore quarterback who accounted for 415 yards and five touchdowns in the victory over UNLV.

I thought Vinnie Young had game to the NFL but evidently he’s in Reno. Yes, new right now be cause he’s wearing No. 10, and he’s flying around all over the field.” Idaho coach Rob Akey said. “Kaepernick is a hell of a player.”

Defensive captain Shilo Keo said the defensive game plan won’t change against Nevada, and he believes they should be able to slow him down.

This year’s offense is absolutely different, Kien said. “If we stop 10, we have a good chance of winning.”

The defense will again be without Keo Saturday — he thought he’d be back by an Oregon State but isn’t the first round instead put in the emergency room after suffering from a heart attack.

He said he will be back next week. Keo’s playing the role of team captain and was on the sideline against San Diego State calling the plays. He said he believes haw the offense has performed this week during practice and is looking forward to taking on the Wolf Pack in the Dome.

Keo said the Idaho defense this week has been pretty exciting. It’s been a great week of practices so far.”

Akey agreed this week was productive and said he’s not See WOLF PACK, page B6

DIARY OF A FANTASY GEEK

ICYMI, football’s back, and that means it’s time for a Fantasy League. If you’re a newb, let me explain: you pick the best players from each team, pay a little bit of money (or a lot of money, if you’re a real pain), and then go back and forth all season long playing your team, just like you're playing with the real teams. It’s usually a lot of fun, and it’s a great way to stay engaged in the sport.

Johnny Ballgame

Johnny Ballgame is the Argonaut's sports editor. You can find him on Twitter: @JohnnyBallgame.

A true Vandal tradition

College at the nation’s collegi e-Dad for the weekend in the fall is an obvious reason. There’s an additional reason special about being at a football game with Dad — the memories of the play fests past. Dad, Mom, and the kids used to go out in the parking lot with “Tailgate Dad.” The guy with an oven over his back, beer in a keg, and rope on the grill: the dad who plays the music, makes the cheese and drinks a cold one before moon catches him in the act.

For others, it’s having the “Alumni/Alumni Dad,” the dad who was the president of something and started for the Vandals at some time. He comes complete with stories and blow-out Wolf fans to prove it. He’s the dad you can hear from across the field yelling and cursing at the players that his blood is probably still on the nasty turf.

The dad Rcawes was with “Tailgate Dad,” a close relative to “Super-Alumni Dad,” who thinks of Dennis Brock lison family cany and remember when Idaho delivered countless beat inges to Boise State. The dad who remembers the bad times when Vandals fans didn’t show their support in the parking lot, but bashed beer into the Idaho Dome when the legal age was 19.

No matter what your dad See TRADITION, page B6

It’s time to trade in fantasy football land, so choose wisely

You’re going to have players who are performing well and trade for one that isn’t. Be the guy who pro mises trades, the guy who never trades. You may end up striking someone’s first or second round.

Also, you should have a deep bench when it comes to players overwhelming your league. Don’t be afraid to deal a player coming off a great game. You always want to buy low and sell high when it comes to fantasy football.

In fantasy football, players’ value changes with each week. You’re going to trade Larry Johnson against the college in my league. And I’m happy that you’re doing it, but you’re also giving yourself off two great games while Addai has struggled due to the Cali for an offensive injury. Learning the other teams and the other players.

There are a lot of players to consider buying low and selling high: Ryan Grant, Katy Perry, Brandy, Ryan. Grant has 13 and has a few more games coming up. Katy Perry has 13 and has a few more games coming up. Brandy has 13 and has a few more games coming up.

Dad is the best guy I ever knew, and I love that he plays in cold. I love that he plays in cold. Dad is the best guy I ever knew, and I love that he plays in cold. Dad is the best guy I ever knew, and I love that he plays in cold. Dad is the best guy I ever knew, and I love that he plays in cold.

Addai to Start

Joseph Addai will start against the University of Idaho. Addai had 64 yards and a touchdown against the Wolf Pack.

Vandals will take on the Nevada Wolf Pack this Saturday 2 p.m. in the Kibbie Dome.
The Vandals wishing on luck and charms

Jaime Myers
Agness

The University of Idaho senior quarterback is now halfway through his season with one win, one tie and eight losses.

Captain and fifth year senior Aimee Gospel said the team is working at being positive on the field allowing them to maintain a mental attitude that will feed them to the wire.

When we have a chance on goal, we need to just take it. Gospel said. "We need to make the opposite of what we did the week before."

The Vandals want to change the eight losses into eight wins as they finish out the second half of the season.

"We have actually been playing very well the past few games," said Gospel. "We are just lacking wins, we need to give that little extra bit to win."

The Vandals' worst defeat this year was against Wyoming. Wyoming where they suffered a 3-0 loss.

"Maybe I need to go out and get everyone a foot, a four-leaf clover and some magic dust to put on those goal posts," Pete Showler, senior quarterback said. "The next 7 of 9 games are conference games."

Showler said playing well and producing wins is a team goal because they have not won since the Governor's Cup nine months ago. As she had been out since the first week of Sepem.

Last week the Vandals traveled to face fraternal Idaho State University and the Big Red are considered a talented team.

University's response to the unlucky outcomes of the games this season are all directed to the need for a consistent cycle of wins.

"Maybe I need to go out and get everyone a rabbit's foot, a four-leaf clover and some magic dust to put on those goal posts."

"I'd say may be I' ll have to do a special good luck ritual before our next game.

Eight minutes into the match, the Cougars scored their first goal from five yards out after a scramble for the ball during a free kick. The Vandals lost 1-0.

"We' ll get to challenge them and see if we can score," Showler said. "Namely what level of team you' re playing against. Consistency is what's going to win you games."

The final score resulted in a 2-0 win for the Cougars.

The rival game coming up against the Boise State Broncos. Hosted in Moscow, and the players are anxious to compete with the Frogs who are 6-3 this fall.

This weekend the Vandals travel to Idaho State University and Monsoola to play at University of Montana.

TRADITIONS
from page B5

is, football games are special when you see your dad laughing, cheering and having a good time with you.

Mack and I went to Temple, Aria, for the Resto bowl featured Notre Dame and Ohio State.

We went down to the game on a father and son trip and she came the best friend.

It's the best, best, best or tall tales of dynasties that make it special.

It wasn't BRANDY at quarterback when the team went to either.

It was during a fourth quarter touchdown drive, the mind at its best and the noise rockin' it to its best.

The desert, Tom Zbikowski picked up a tumbling and put it to the floor, standing next to him, Stuart college kid.

He was stepping up and down the skyline with his hands up clapping and screaming with ev.

We were in a crowd of thousand,年度ized with his problems to get shows over.

...-on someone's ear player or pull off someone's ear player or pull off.

Demi Jackson - Off to a EW's previously.

It's not like it was Brandon's smoking, he's going, he's been there.

He was in much better form.

So low since his silver and black days, but he was able to continue to improve mainly due to his rear, he said.

...-a lot he could have.

Showler - It's a matter of the game.

I think he will be a top five.

...-a lot to do with running.

He was on the phone.

Michael Turner - I know, he's number one, he's number one.

He was number one, running back this season. Again.
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Town mourns football player's slaying

Antonio Gonzalez  Associated press

PAHOMO, Calif. (AP) — Three months after the body of a con


ded football player was found floating in a pond, a service was being held Friday to honor the 15-year-old boy.

The Cuyama Valley Union School District, which operates the high school where the boy played football, and the town of Pahomo are holding a service to honor the boy, who was found dead in the pond.

The boy was a student at Cuyama Valley Union School District and was playing football for the Pahomo High School football team.

His family and friends have been trying to find answers about how he died.

The service will be held at the school's football field at 11 a.m.
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RAIDERS FIRE KIFFIN HIRE IDAHO ALUM

JOSH DABOW / ASSOCIATED PRESS

ALAMEDA, Calif. — As reports of his treatment of women surfed across the media in recent weeks, Lane Kiffin said he’d keep plugging away on Oakland Raiders coaching until he heard directly from Al Davis.

The Raiders owner delivered his message loud and clear Tuesday. Davis informed Kiffin of his decision to fire him in a morning meeting after days of lengthy afternoon news conferences that had made the team’s 행정者 than many Raiders generals in recent years. Davis’ shock fired-up way of speaking on an overhead projector a three-page warming letter that he had given to Kiffin more than two weeks ago, cajoling on the couch to “create your listener’s personal life free campaign” of criticizing the team’s media.

Davis called Kiffin immaturation, immaturity, and detailed acts of what he called inhumane treatment by Kiffin.

Kiffin’s agents got on much longer with what I would tell the propaganda, thelying that he had been on my wheelchairs for two weeks and in the rest of the time,” Davis said.

The 44-year-old conservative coach Cable will take over on an interim basis before the bye this week before Cable coaches the Raiders in New Orleans on Oct. 11.

The Raiders fired Kiffin was fired for causing, meaning they will not pay him for the remainder of the three-year deal worth about $6 million he signed when he took over in January 2007.

Kiffin’s agent Gary Uber

As Davis’ agentry had already been Malcolm’s allegations and said there would be an internal review on Wednesday Kiffin’s relationship with the commissioner in a group with Davis.

Kiffin earlier told ESPN host John & Co. that Davis was watching the Raiders while watching the Nazis.
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"The issue is not the lack of accessibility, it’s the attitude and the general lack of knowledge. "

TANIA

TOZER

Female co-op coordinator

"I have a 51-5 second round time during his last world’s losing the final game 28-16

to his son, who was

..."
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Career Development Specialists provide a valuable service to WSU

Career Development Specialists (CDS) are undergraduate students who intern at the Career Services office and gain specialized professional experience and knowledge within the area of career development. CDS students provide direct service to students, develop and facilitate presentations and workshops, and participate in program development. These students also participate in public relations and special events.

In order to promote the Career Expo of the Palouse and other Associated Events, the CDS students extensively assist staff members with marketing and organization through student outreach and distribution of promotional materials. CDS students also develop and facilitate presentations to help students to get the most out of the Career Expo.

If you are interested in participating in this on-campus internship next semester, please contact the Program Coordinator, Virginia Tavares-Delgado at vdelgado@wsu.edu or call Career Services at 335-2546.

Thank you, CDS students!

WSU Career Services
Go to Lighty to see how WSU’s Career Services can help you

Career Services can offer something to everyone! If you are undecided about your major or you do not know how your classes translate into the workplace, Career Services is here to help.

Most one-on-one with a Career Counselor who can help you establish academic goals and career direction.

Visit the Resource & Technology Center to learn how to access your interests, skills and values, and about occupational information by using the SIGI interactive assessment tool. The Resource & Technology Center is also a great place to borrow ideas about careers. There are lots of free handouts and magazines about careers and issues to help you explore as well.

Take the University 100 or University 101 classes to assist you with self-assessment, major and career planning, job and internship search strategies.

Once you have determined your interests and academic goals, Career Services can provide more tools to help you work toward your future goals.

Attend a career development workshop conducted by Career Services or an informational session sponsored by an employer.

Find out how an internship can enhance your academic experience as well as help you make a great impression in the interview setting.

Visit the Resource & Technology Center to get information about job search strategies, occupational statistics, potential employers, graduate schools, critique writing (resume, cover letter and graduate personal statement), interviewing, what to wear to an interview (salary negotiation).

Explore the work world by conducting an informational interview with a professional in a career of interest or touring companies.

Professional and internship opportunities by attending the Career Expo.

At the Career Expo, you will have the opportunity to meet and network with students from all over the country, offering internships, career opportunities, campus placement and advanced educational studies in every area of interest. Attend Career Expo Associated Events such as the Pre-Pro, "Be a Star" Etiquette Dinner, Mock Interviews, Career Services Open House, and employer workshops to help you acquire new skills and give you an advantage in the job hunting process.

You are an undergraduate just starting your academic career or a graduate ready to enter the job market, register with Career Services. It’s easy to do online and a must-do if you want to interview with any of the over 200 employers who conduct campus interviews each year.

To register to go students, careers.wsu.edu and select "WSU CareerLink!" Remember, these services are FREE to you! The staff is knowledgeable and friendly, and the website has a wealth of information.

Visit our office in Lighty 110 to find out how Career Services can help you, or visit www.careers.wsu.edu to learn about upcoming workshops, events, and services.

Career Services welcomes employer partners and wishes all students success at the Fall Career Expo.

Welcome Career Expo Participant!

Once again, University of Idaho, in conjunction with Washington State University, our neighbor institution of higher education, is extremely pleased to co-sponsor the Fall Career Expo of the Palouse. This event has proven to be a positive and productive experience for students and industry representatives alike. We are honored to be here and thank you very much for your participation.

For students, this is an excellent opportunity to talk with employers and to explore the myriad options for internships, summer and seasonal jobs and entry-level positions. Employers learn about the quality of education and excellent preparation students from both the University of Idaho and Washington State University campuses have received.

On behalf of the University of Idaho community, we are genuinely proud of our students and are confident that representatives will be impressed with their demonstrated academic achievements and subsequent readiness as they enter the workforce. Our interest is that of the entire student body, not just those who graduate this year.

We take an active role in assisting them find relevant and meaningful work experiences while attending classes. Additionally, we provide career-related assistance prior to and upon graduation, thus enabling students to achieve their employment and career goals.

The Career Expo of the Palouse provides a magnificent opportunity for students from both the University of Idaho and Washington State University campuses to meet with local, regional and national industry leaders. It represents an essential step in the lives of students who are well prepared to enter the working environment and become contributing members of society.

Best wishes to each of you!

Steven B. Daley-Lauren, President, University of Idaho

Dear Students:

Washington State University is delighted to join the University of Idaho in sponsoring the 2008 Fall Career Expo of the Palouse. This event allows both institutions to show-case our excellent students to industry leaders from across the nation.

Our role as a higher education institution is to enhance the intellectual, creative, and practical abilities of our students and to provide industries with graduates who can make a smooth transition into the workplace.

The 2008 Fall Career Expo of the Palouse is a recruitment marketplace for employers and job seekers. You will not only find varied career opportunities, but also internships and graduate programs at the Expo.

It is never too early to begin networking and preparing for your future after graduation. I encourage you to participate in this event.

Sincerely,

Elson S. Floyd, Ph.D.
President, Washington State University
CAREER EXPO

Enterprise Rent-A-Car

http://www.enterprise.com

Every day at Enterprise Rent-A-Car, we’re not just a car, we’re also a part of your business. Renting, delivering, maintaining and removing potential as you learn to manage people and new profit centers. And it all happens in fun, fast-paced, team environment lead by a 50 billion, innovative founder and leader.

Let it start today.

For Enterprise LLC

http://www.enterprisecompany.com

We are seeking talent for a variety of positions to join our dynamic team. Everyone has a unique skill set to offer a valuable contribution to the team. Our success is built on the foundation of hard work, professional expertise and a strong team spirit.

Federated Insurance

http://www.federatedinsurance.com

Federated Insurance is a multi-line insurer. We are seeking

FULL GLOBAL

Both #010

http://www.frigidaireglobal.com

A global indoor and outdoor property insurance company, with more than 1.5 billion of institutional and private client assets under management. Frigidaire is listed in the world’s largest investment publication of the world in Mexico. Vancouver WA, 312 212, CA, United States. CEO and President, we are in the greater money management business. Day-to-day operations.

Fisher Investments

http://www.fisherinvestments.com

Fisher Investments is one of the country’s largest and fastest growing money management firms with over $4 billion of institutional and private client assets under management. Frigidaire is listed in the world’s largest investment publication of the world

Frontier Farms

http://www.frontierfarms.com

A family-owned and operated company, we are seeking

Healthyfoods, Inc.

http://www.healthyfoods.com

Based in Moscow, Idaho, Healthyfoods, Inc. is a 4-year old growing company specializing in shrimp, mussels, scallops, and other seafood products. We are committed to providing superior customer service. We are seeking for positions in our Food and Service Departments.

Ecolab, Inc.

http://www.ecolab.com

Based in Minneapolis, Minnesota, Ecolab is a global leader in the cleaning, sanitizing, food safety, and infection prevention industries. We are seeking for positions in our Advanced Opportunities.

Energy Northwest

http://www.energynorthwest.com

Energy Northwest is a major power resource for the Northwest region. Based in Moscow, Idaho, Energy Northwest is a diversified and efficient energy company offering a high quality work environment and excellent compensation and benefits packages.

For Energy Northwest

http://www.energynorthwest.com

We are seeking for positions in our Advanced Opportunities.

Energy Northwest

http://www.energynorthwest.com
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For Energy Northwest

http://www.energynorthwest.com
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We are seeking for positions in our Advanced Opportunities.
Mount Vernon Police Department
1204

The Mount Vernon Police Department is part of a progressive, state-accredited agency currently consisting of 45 Officers, a Police Services Officer, and 10 detectives. The agency has 24 full-time positions and 3 part-time positions. Opportunities are available for patrol service including K-9, Motor, Traffic Enforcement, Police Patrol, Public Affairs, Investigator, Drug Task Force; Tactical Team; Crime Prevention; Neighborhood Police; Traffic Enforcement; Training Instructor Positions.

Full Time | All Majors

MWI Veterinary Supply

MWI Veterinary Supply is a leading supplier of high-quality, affordable, and top-quality products continue to deliver exceptional solutions and customer care every day. Our company includes and strengthens local companies, companies, consumer food manufacturers, and food distributors.

Full Time | Animal Sciences | Business & Economics | Engineering

Narural Warfare Warfare Center Division
Center Blvd.
http://www.gwu.edu/.

The Natural Warfare Warfare Center Division is a center for defense officials. We are located on Fort Bragg, across from South Carolina. We provide services supporting the military's systems, countermeasures, and engineering operations, as a robust professional depot services for special operations, for special operations, for special operations, for special operations, for special operations, for special operations, for special operations.

Full Time | Part Time | All Majors

Puget Sound Food Credit Services

As a customer-owned, financial services organization with over $5 billion in assets, Northwest Food Credit is a cooperatively owned lending association specializing in loans to the small owner-operated businesses, including, agriculture, businesses, commercial fisheries, and owner-operated businesses, including, agriculture, businesses, commercial fisheries, and owner-operated businesses.

Full Time | Business | Economics

Northwest Maritime Financial Network

Northwest Maritime Financial Network is a dynamic organization that is responsible for the research, repair, maintenance, and modification of marine equipment and work on all aspects of the marine industry, including, cargo space, equipment space, and general space. The mission of Northwest Maritime Financial Network is to provide guidance and innovative services to our customers and to provide solutions for their transportation needs. We are looking for driven students with a desire to serve in a high dumpsters.

We provide a benefit package which includes professional and personal growth. We also award our employees with a professional and personal touch. We are looking for driven students with a desire to serve in a high dumpsters.

Full Time | Internship/Co-op | All Majors

Pacific Capital Resource Group
1952

Pacific Capital Resource Group is one of the fastest growing financial services firms in the nation. We are currently looking to fill a number of positions in our fast-paced, dynamic environment and we are seeking high calibre individuals who will succeed in a fast paced, dynamic environment. Our market is comprised of a high percentage of individuals and businesses, and this environment is challenging and exciting. We are looking for proactive individuals who can meet and exceed the expectations of our customers.

Working at Progressive means having extraordinary opportunities and the chance to work with some of the most innovative and independent companies. We offer comprehensive, competitive benefits, including, including, including, including, including, including, including, including, including, including, including, including, including.

Full Time | Business & Economics

Panda Restaurant Group, Inc.
Panda Restaurant Group operates Panda Express fine dining restaurants, Panda Express, fast-casual Chinese concept, and Hibachi-San, Japanese grill. This family owned and operated company is still run by the founder Andrew and Peggy Pho. Some store sales have increased every year since 1996, with the company's sales in excess of 6 bil.

Panda Express operates throughout the United States and averages one new store opening every four days. We are currently recruiting for restaurant managers and kitchen staff.

Part Time, Part Time | All Majors

Peace Corps

We are a group of volunteers who provide services to the Peace Corps. We are working in Peace Corps.

Peace Corps has more than 60 countries worldwide and is a solely funded program that works in 60 countries worldwide and is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Peace Corps.

We are recruiting Peace Corps volunteers and Peace Corps volunteers.

Full Time | International/Co-op | All Majors

Penske
Penske Truck Leasing is one of the most successful transportation companies in North America. As one of the providers to provide a unique perspective on a wide range of opportunities.

Progressive

Progressive offers professional, comprehensive, and innovative services to our customers.

Regence

Regence provides health insurance and related services in four western states. Idaho, Oregon, Utah, and Washington. Regence's employees work as a team to develop relationships with our customers through our innovative programs and new ideas.

Regence is seeking employees who embody the core values of accountability, commitment, teamwork, leadership, trust and customer service. Our employees will do everything possible to make sure that our customers and their families are served to the very best.

Part Time | Internship/Co-op | All Majors

Rizk Group
Both R01

Trust, confidence, knowledge, and a strong network is the foundation for credibility and accomplishment in business. Rizk Group was founded more than 30 years ago by experience providing accounting, tax, and business services. Our clients have come to rely on us for the most comprehensive, professional and personalized service.

Rizk Group offers an array of services for clients across various industries, including, including, and

Rate


for real estate and management opportunities to auditing and tax preparation.

Full Time | Business & Economics

Rite Aid Booth #035
http://www.riteaid.com

Rite Aid Corporation is one of the nation's leading drugstore chains with nearly 4,000 stores in 39 states and the Districts of Columbia, with a strong presence on both the East and West coasts, and nearly 12,000 associates. Rite Aid is the largest drugstore chain on the East Coast and the third largest drugstore chain in the U.S. The company is publicly traded on the New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol "RAD." 

Full Time, Part Time, Internship/Co-op | All Majors

Sacred Heart Medical Center & Pathology Associates Medical Laboratories
Both #115
http://www.shmhc.org

The program is a 12 months long, Monday through Friday, and begins in July each year. Former ultrasound technologist and student laboratories occur during the first four months. The remaining eight months of instruction are devoted to hands-on experience in the clinical departments, with one day a week dedicated to advanced lecture topics. Instruction is provided by medical professionals, pathologists, doctors, and other technicians.

Full Time | Math & Sciences

Safe Insurance
Booth #008
http://www.safeinsurance.com

Safe Insurance offers a wide array of property and casualty insurance to thousands of homeowners and businesses in the Southeast. We strive to provide you with the best homeowner and business coverage at affordable prices. Whether in small to mid-sized businesses. Technical savvy, project management, and communication skills are important to a successful career within Information Technology. Safe Insurance maximizes the contributions of team members by matching passion and talent with opportunity. Benefits include competitive salary and benefits, health/dental/life insurance; retirement plan; health reimbursement account. Performance-based bonus, training for professional development, relocation assistance/requirements, work/life compensation, and 401(k).

Full Time, Internship/Co-op | Business & Economics, Engineering, Math & Sciences

Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, Inc.
Booth #007
http://www.sel.com

Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories (SEL) is a growing company that continually provides innovative solutions for its customers. SEL provides systems, services, and products for the protection, monitoring, control, and automation of electric utility and industrial electric power systems worldwide. SEL's product line includes such substation and relay equipment as reclosers, protective relays, digital systems, and software. The commitment that SEL has to customer service and quality helps to make electric power safer, more reliable, and more efficient.

Full Time, Part Time, Internship/Co-op, Temporary | Engineering, Business & Economics, Math & Sciences

Seattle Police Department
http://www.seattlepolicedepartment.com

If you are looking for an exciting and rewarding career with great pay, benefits and job stability, the Seattle Police Department may be for you.

Full Time | All Majors

Sherwin-Williams Company
Booth #002
http://www.sherwin-williams.com

Since its founding in 1866, the Sherwin-Williams Company has become the largest producer of paints and coatings in the USA, with annual sales of $8 billion and over 26,000 employees. We are proud to be listed as one of FORTUNE's 100 Best Companies to Work For and listed in BusinessWeek's list of "Best Places to Launch a Career." We are seeking motivated individuals with an interest in management, marketing, sales, and labor to enter our Supervisory/Technical Training Program. More than 90% of placements into managerial and professional positions in the Paint Stores Group come from within the Program.

Full Time, Internship/Co-op | All Majors

SpectraLux (http://www.spectravision.com)

SpectraLux has provided the aerospace industry with innovative new technologies and engineering process solutions for the past three decades. SpectraLux Corporation's products include our traditional lighted panel, enclosures, and machinery products and new designs built with our fiber optic system technology.

Full Time, Internship/Co-op, Temporary/Seasonal | Business & Economics, Computer, Technology, Engineering

Spirt
Booth #009
http://www.spirit.com

At SPIRIT, NOW is not a mantra, it's a demand and it's not a time in space. NOW is a fact. It’s the way we conduct business with each other. And it's the very essence of the experience our customers have with SPIRIT every single day.

Full Time, Part Time, Internship/Co-op, Temporary | Business & Economics, Computer Science, Law, Math & Sciences

Syngenta Seeds, Inc.
Booth #017
http://www.syngenta.com

Syngenta is a world-leading agricultural company that develops and supplies innovative crops through investments in research and technology. The company is leader in crop protection, and makes them into the highest value commercial seed sales. Market sales in 2008 were approximately $9.2 billion. Syngenta employs over 15,000 people in more than 70 countries. Syngenta is listed on the Swiss and New York stock exchanges (SYG) and in New York (NYT). Further information is available at www.syngenta.com.

Full Time, Part Time, Internship/Co-op | All Majors

T-Mobile
Booth #130
http://www.t-mobile.com

T-Mobile is a world full of busy and frustrated lives, and we at T-Mobile USA, Inc., have this opportunity for you. Please apply and see if you can help. The value of our service is in the breadth of our network, the reliability of our network through years of investment, the ability to say we don't mean to do one thing; help you do another. We'll help you find your way, and make your life come alive.

That’s why we're here.

Washington Mutual
http://www.wamu.com

Washington Mutual, based in Seattle, Washington, is a T-Mobile USA is a national provider of wireless phone service and mobile data services, as well as a leading provider of retail banking, mortgage and auto lending.

Full Time, Part Time, Internship/Co-op, Temporary | Business & Economics, Computer Science, Law, Liberal Arts, Math & Sciences

T-Mobile
Booth #130
http://www.t-mobile.com

You’ll find T-Mobile at the heart of everyday communications, where it’s all connected. T-Mobile’s products, friendly-in-store experience & customer service puts us just a bit above the rest. When you call our 1-800-937-8900 or visit T-Mobile.com, and one of our over 4,500 stores, expect a fast and convenient shopping experience with access to thousands of unique items.(

Full Time, Internship/Co-op | All Majors

Telco, Inc.
Booth #039
http://www.telcoinc.com

You’ll find Telco at the heart of everyday communications, where it’s all connected. T-Mobile’s products, friendly-in-store experience & customer service puts us just a bit above the rest. When you call our 1-800-937-8900 or visit T-Mobile.com, and one of our over 4,500 stores, expect a fast and convenient shopping experience with access to thousands of unique items.(

Full Time, Internship/Co-op | All Majors

Teletel, Inc.
Booth #039
http://www.telcoinc.com

Our Company: We provide the most reliable, accurate, and affordable telecommunications services and solutions to consumers and businesses around the world.

We have a proud history of providing outstanding customer service and delivering innovative solutions that meet the needs of our customers around the world. We are committed to providing excellent customer service and delivering innovative solutions that meet the needs of our customers around the world.

We have a proud history of providing outstanding customer service and delivering innovative solutions that meet the needs of our customers around the world.

Our Vision: We strive to be the leader in providing advanced telecommunications solutions and services to consumers and businesses around the world.

Our Values: We value our customers, employees, and the communities in which we operate. We are committed to providing excellent customer service and delivering innovative solutions that meet the needs of our customers around the world.
Launch your career on an international playing field while making a difference at a grassroots level!

There are no out-of-pocket costs to serve as a Peace Corps Volunteer. And there are opportunities to earn a graduate degree while serving.

Learn more at an upcoming info session.

Wednesday, Oct. 8
5:30 - 6:30 pm
Washington State University
Career Services
Lighty Room 180
WSU Stadium Way
Pullman, WA

Thursday, Oct. 9
5:30 - 6:30 pm
University of Idaho
Idaho Commons
Crest Room
121 W. A. St.
Moscow, ID
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The Walla Walla District provides engineering services, operates and maintains dams, plans projects, assists in environmental restoration projects, and coordinates emergency management efforts.

Full Time, Internship/Co-op | Engineering

United States Department of Energy, Office of Environmental Management

Both #01
http://www.eme.doe.gov/empd/

In the Department of Energy, the Office of Environmental Management (EM) was created to assess and clean up radioactive waste sites and facilities around the country. Our assessment and cleanup efforts include ensuring the development and implementation of safe and effective waste management operations, developing and implementing suggested alternative waste management operations and applied waste research and development programs that utilize innovative and cost-effective environmental technologies to address permanent disposal of high and low level nuclear waste.

Full Time | All Majors

United States Department of the Interior

Both #12
http://www.usgs.gov/pn

Our Water Resources management agency in the West, and the second largest producer of hydropower in the U.S. We provide major economic, recreational and environmental benefits to the Nation. We are respected as a can do, on the ground, problem solving organization with considerable planning, technical, and engineering, and resources management expertise. As the leading water management employer, we have always looked at educational institutions for potential candidates. See our representatives at the Career Expo for exciting opportunities.

Full Time, Part Time, Internship/Co-op, Temporary/ Seasonal, Graduate School Opportunities | All Majors

United States Environmental Protection Agency

Both #08
http://www.epa.gov/research/

Our Mission is to protect Human Health and the Environment in Regions I, II, III, IV, WA, ID, OR, and Alaska.

Full Time, Part Time, Internship/Co-op, Temporary/ Seasonal, Graduate School Opportunities | All Majors

United States Marine Corps

Both #09
http://www.marines.com

To be a Marine Officer is to define one-self (morally, physically and intellectually). There is a path that few consider, and fewer still have the courage to take. It leads to a place where you will not be just encouraged, it’s an absolute requirement. In order to find the most elite military force in the world, you must go through with and complete one of the most intensifying programs in existence. It is only then that you will earn the right to stand as a leader of Marines.

Full Time, Part Time, Graduate School Opportunities | All Majors

United States Navy

Both #06
http://www.navy.mil/navy治home.htm

United States Office Programs Recruiters. We recruit to be a member of the world’s Navy, Operations, Maritime, Nuclear Engineering and other professional civilian programs. It is a full time, Part Time | All Majors

University of Phoenix - Eastern Washington Campus

Both #19
http://www.phoenix.edu

At the University Phoenix, you can earn your Masters degree or PhD via the internet - at the times that fit your schedule. We currently have an online, private accredited university, the best best of Phoenix, is recognized for academic quality and exceptional student services.

Full Time, Part Time, Graduate School Opportunities | All Majors

You will be earning one of the most current and relevant degrees offered in fields of Business Management, Information Technology, Criminal Justice, Education, or Health Care. Best of all, most students can complete their degree in just 2 to 3 years.

Full Time, Internship/Co-op | Other

United States Army Recruiting

Both #02
http://www.army.gov

US Army Recruiting, Full Time, Part Time | All Majors

United States Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration

Both #07
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov

FHWA is a major agency of the U.S. Department of Transportation headquartered in Washington, DC. With field offices in every State, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. With a budget of $47 billion, FHWA is charged with the broad responsibility of ensuring that America’s roads and highways continue to be the safest and most technologically up-to-date.

To achieve this goal FHWA provides Federal financial resources and technical assistance to State and local governments for constructing, preserving, and operating our nation’s National Highway System.

Full Time, Internship/Co-op, Engineering

USDA National Agricultural Statistics Service

Both #03
http://www.nass.usda.gov

The National Agricultural Statistics Service (NASS) is an agency of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. NASS collects and disseminates data on every facet of agriculture, including crop and livestock production, economic, demographic, and related aspects of the environment. The agency conducts surveys and issues nearly 700 national reports.

Full Time | All Majors

Waldron & Reed

Both #03
http://www.waldronre.com

We offer you the opportunity to be a part of a creative, challenging environment. Our clients include some of the nation’s most reliable wireless providers and network operators, serving over 65 million customers. Full Time | Business & Economics

M直达ic

Both #01
http://www.m直辖市.com

Founded in 1992 and based in Washington, D.C., the MNL Company is the world’s leading provider of management and implementation of mechanical pipe-joining products for this underground applications.

With 3,600 employees worldwide, our mission is to provide an efficient and cost-effective approach to solving piping and joining issues. Our goal is to provide piping, efficiency, and performance.

Full Time | All Majors

Walgreens

Both #02
http://www.walgreens.com

Walgreens is America’s best-known, largest-volume, most-trusted pharmacy retailer. We lead the U.S. chain drugstore industry in sales, store growth, and profits. Founded in 1903, Walgreens is the world’s largest, with more than 4,700 million customers daily and 17.2 million prescriptions annually (8.7 billion in annual sales). In 2007, sales reached $17.2 billion, marking our 3rd consecutive year of record earnings and record growth. We’re listed in Fortune’s Most Admired Companies in America for the 11th consecutive year and are among the top in food and drugstores.

Full Time, Internship/Co-op | All Majors

Washington Mutual

Both #01
http://www.wm.com

Established back to 1890, WM is one of the nation’s leading consumer & small business banking companies. We are headquartered in Seattle, WA, & operate more than 3,600 consumer & small business locations throughout the nation. WM conducts business through four primary business segments: Retail Banking & Financial Services, Home Loans, Commercial Banking & Cel Services

Washington State Department of Agriculture

Both #01
http://www.agr.wa.gov

The Department of Agriculture’s mission is to protect and improve Washington’s environment, and promote the wise management of the state’s land and water for current and future generations.

We are looking for potential candidates who are truly motivated to protect the environment and the economy of Washington State.

To learn more about Agriculture visit our website at www.agr.wa.gov

Washington State Department of Ecology

Both #03
http://www.wasdecy.org

We are the Department of Ecology. We protect and improve Washington’s fish, wildlife, and habitat. Currently we are Nursing and Social Work.

We take our responsibilities and the public trust very seriously. We operate the Water - through the delivery of the services that matter most to our citizens - from drinking water to providing the highest value water for the environment to taxpayers.

We have the skills, the commitment and the desire to make a difference; can you invite us to be a part of the career opportunity available with Washington State Department of Ecology.

Wells Fargo Financial

Both #01
http://www.wellsfargo.com

We are in the business of providing our millions of customers with the financial products and services they need to manage their credit and achieve their financial goals.

We have over 5,000 locations and more than 20,000 members. We are a part of Wells Fargo & Co. | Full Time | All Majors

Wells Fargo & Co

Both #07
http://www.wellsfargo.com/careers

Our vision is to satisfy all our customers’ financial needs, help them succeed financially, be known as one of America’s greatest companies and the number-one financial services provider among the Hispanic market. Tellers are the
If a career in IT Consulting is for you...

Please forward your cover letter, resume, references & transcript to:

BSCHATTIN@GENTAX.COM

Attention: Beth Schattin

At FAST, we specialize in providing services and products to revenue agencies. Our premier product is GenTax®, the world's first Commercial Off-The-Shelf integrated tax processing product.

When you join FAST, you'll be part of a team that delivers quality customer service and value that's on time and on budget.

You will work directly with clients and develop first-hand knowledge of critical revenue agency and tax management issues. Your client management and problem-solving skills will be honed as you work to determine the client's needs and configure GenTax® to meet their expectations.

Visit us at the Career Fair of the Palouse

October 8, 2008